Recent Comments on Nancy’s work
All comments below were approved for publishing by the person who said them, but due to
the nature of the work, many people preferred to remain anonymous.

Anonymous Comments
"I couldn't believe that Fred and George would ever work together again…we should have
done this years ago"
"Great to learn how much I could do to keep myself from blowing up—I wish I’d known this
30 years ago."
"I never really thought about how I talked to people before"
“It was very helpful talking to you yesterday morning. It released something in my head. I
know not what exactly.”
Local Authority
Good introduction and clarity. Kept meeting focussed. Avoided drift, Refined keypoints,
clarified.
Mediator was very supportive and conducted the session in a very professional manner.
Support Professionals
A well run process. Thank you.
It was all very useful, particularly the opportunity to speak with Nancy beforehand
It was a very useful meeting with excellent outcome for young person
Excellent to be a part of a successful mediation process
Parent
Thank you so much for yesterday. I thought you were amazing through the whole process
from the beginning to the end. Not just with the mediation but through the whole process and
reassuring myself and my son. I couldn't have asked for a more understanding and caring
person. I would have no hesitation in recommending yourself to anyone in a similar
situation.
Prison Officer
"Overall the coaching sessions have made me feel more confident in the job that I do, and I
feel that my coach was very supportive and encouraging in improving my confidence. I am
extremely happy with the outcome of my coaching sessions and would recommend it to
anyone who needs support."
Artist & Designer
I really liked being able to email you when things went really well…or not. The discipline of
this was constructive for me.
N K, Uncomfortable Work Situation
The coaching got me thinking differently about how to approach my work situation. I was
able to develop a way out of the company with my dignity and relationships intact.
Linda Lewis, Decorelle
"kept me on track,while at the same time helping me look at options I had not considered.”

